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Abstract 
A fish ladder, weir, and raceway at Whitlock Spawning Station are used to 
capture and retain feral fall Chinook salmon (Oncorhynchus tshawytscha) for 
spawning from Lake Oahe, South Dakota. Nearly 40% of the salmon ascend-
ing the fish ladder have been documented to escape from the holding raceway 
by descending the ladder. This manuscript describes modifications to the 
weir that eliminated nearly all escapements, except for an inconsequential 
number of small non-spawning fish. The modified design using the existing 
structure incorporated free-swinging, spaced steel bars with a back-stop to 
create a one-way gate. The modified gate does not require springs, hydraulics, 
or electrical power. It is relatively simple to construct and requires minimal 
maintenance. 
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1. Introduction 

The capture of wild salmon to provide gametes for artificial propagation is a 
common occurrence [1]. Fish for spawning can be obtained by a number of dif-
ferent methods, including traps, weirs, and fish ladders [2] [3] [4]. Although 
these capture devices may allow the unhindered in-and-out movement of fish, 
barriers are frequently incorporated into the structures to prevent fish escape-
ment [4] [5] [6]. For example, a weir can be added to a fish ladder to discourage 
the downward movement of fish initially ascending the ladder. 

Whitlock Spawning Station on Lake Oahe, South Dakota, USA, uses a fish 
ladder, weir, and raceway to capture and hold feral landlocked Chinook salmon 
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(Oncorhynchus tshawytscha) for spawning. Lake Oahe is 150,000 ha mainstem 
Missouri River reservoir in North and South Dakota, USA. The Lake Oahe pop-
ulation of fall Chinook salmon is sustained entirely by hatchery stocking [7]; 
there is no natural reproduction [8]. The number of salmon spawned annually at 
the station is highly variable but typically is well below that required to maintain 
the population at desired levels [9]. In addition, the success of artificial propaga-
tion in this population is often poor [10] [11].  

The station is located on the shore of Lake Oahe, approximately 32 km west of 
Gettysburg, South Dakota, USA (Figure 1). Submersible pumps supply lake wa-
ter to the raceways and fish ladder. The ladder consists of a series of V-shaped 
concrete sections forming the channel, with metal plates forming pools. The 
ladder extends from the station into the reservoir (Figure 2). At the top of the 
ladder is an open weir that directs the fish into a 13.7 m long, 2.4 m wide, and 
1.2 m deep holding raceway (Figure 3). The station also has additional raceways 
and an enclosed building for spawning [12].  

Escapement of salmon broodstock from the station was erroneously assumed 
to be negligible for the first 33 years of operation. However, in 2017, a 
mark-recapture study revealed that nearly 40% of the salmon that ascended the 
fish ladder subsequently descended the ladder through the open weir and es-
caped from the station prior to spawning [13]. Re-engineering of the weir at the 
top of the fish ladder was recommended to increase the number of salmon re-
tained at the station for spawning [13]. 
 

 
Figure 1. Whitlock Spawning Station on Lake Oahe, South Dakota, USA. Note the 
building, catch raceways, and fish ladder (this image was taken when the station was not 
in operation, so no water is in the raceways or ladder). 
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Figure 2. The fish ladder in operation at Whitlock Spawning Station on Lake Oahe, South 
Dakota, USA. 

 

 
Figure 3. The open weir at the top of the fish ladder at Whitlock Spawning Station on 
Lake Oahe, South Dakota, USA. 
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2. Design 

The existing weir at the top of the ladder was modified to minimize escapement. 
The pre-modified weir is illustrated in Figures 4-7. It consists of two sides of 
3.18-mm thick mild steel plates (52.59 cm long and 38.10 cm high) welded to an 
expanded steel mesh floor. The side plates are bent to a 106.8˚ angle to form an 
8.14-cm long flange on either side. These flanges slide into corresponding slots 
at the top of the ladder to anchor the weir into place. The side plates are angled 
toward each other so that the opening between them narrows from 51.03 cm at 
the top of the ladder to 20.83 cm at the end of the weir next to the catch raceway. 
Two 9.53-mm mild steel round rods (30.18 and 51.03 cm long) are welded to the 
top of the structure to provide stability. A handle constructed of 9.53-mm steel 
round rods is also welded to the top of the weir to aid in insertion and removal.  

This existing structure was modified to allow for only one-way movement of 
the salmon. An overview of the modified structure is illustrated in Figure 8. The 
design added free-swinging, equally-spaced steel bars to the existing weir to 
create a one-way gate (Figure 9). 
 

 
Figure 4. A close-up of the weir removed from the fish ladder. 
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Figure 5. A front view schematic of the weir. 

 

 
Figure 6. A side view schematic of the weir. 
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Figure 7. A top view schematic of the weir. 

 

 
Figure 8. The weir with the modifications to prevent fish escapement. 
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Figure 9. A close-up of the one-way swinging gate in-
stalled on the weir to prevent salmon escapement. 

 
To create the freely-rotating component, two sections of galvanized round 

steel tube (5.03 cm long, 2.53 cm O.D., 1.28 cm I.D.) were used. Each piece of 
tube was welded horizontally into 1.27-cm notches cut at top front edge of the 
narrow (catch raceway) side of the weir, with approximately 2.44 cm extending 
past the sides. A stainless-steel bolt (1.27 cm O.D., 28.58 cm long; 19.05 mm hex 
head), was inserted to span the entire length of the tubes. The bolt was threaded 
on one end (3.81 cm of threading at 1.95 threads/mm). A stainless steel, nylon 
infused, locking nut was used to secure the bolt. The nut was tightened to elimi-
nate nearly all horizontal movement of the bolt, yet still allow for rotation of the 
bolt inside the tubes.  

Three galvanized mild steel bars (45.9 cm long, 2.54 cm wide, 3.18 mm thick) 
were vertically suspended from the bolt via predrilled 1.28-cm diameter holes at 
the upper end of the bars. The bars were spaced on the bolt at approximately 4.7 
cm. (Figure 10). The bars were held in place with stainless steel shaft collar stops 
containing set screws and secured to either side of each bar with a stainless-steel 
washer between the bar and collar (Figure 11). These collars and washers were 
pressed against the bars and the set screws were tightened enough to limit lateral 
movement while still allowing each bar to rotate or swing easily and indepen-
dently on the bolt. The washers were able to rotate as well, to prevent fine debris 
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from accumulating and potentially impairing bar rotation. Approximately 5.08 
cm of each bar extends below the bottom of the weir, limiting the rotation to al-
low for only one-way fish passage. At the bottom edge of the weir, four mild 
steel rings (3.81 cm O.D., 5.70 mm thick) are evenly spaced and welded in place 
(Figure 12). These rings protrude from the edge 3.34 cm to provide lateral sta-
bility to the bars. In the down position, the bars rest between the rings with 
enough space to easily rotate but cannot be easily moved or flexed laterally to 
further preclude escapement. The round shape of the rings allows the bars to 
smoothly fall into the desired position and also prevent fish injury.  

The rotating bars allow salmon ascending the ladder to push the bars out of 
the way and enter the catch raceway. The bars rotate back to their original rest-
ing position by their own weight after salmon passage, preventing any escape-
ment of salmon down the ladder. The independent movement of the bars ac-
commodates varying fish sizes and allows for more than one fish to pass through 
the weir at a time. 
 

 
Figure 10. A schematic of the one-way swinging gate installed on the 
weir to prevent salmon escapement. 
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Figure 11. Schematic of the rotational component of the modifications to the weir. 

 

 
Figure 12. The modified weir after operation during one 
spawning season. 

3. Evaluation 

The modified weir was used during the Chinook salmon spawning season in the 
fall of 2019. A night vision capable video camera (Model LBV2531W, Lorex 
Technology Inc., Markham, Ontario, Canada) was used to monitor the weir 
during the spawning period. Video footage from two periods was used to esti-
mate escapement rates. Each period began after dewatering of the holding race-
way and lasted until the next dewatering event to allow for physical confirmation 
of the video footage. The first period lasted 49 hours, during which 48 fish 
passed through the weir into the holding raceway. Two fish were observed pass-
ing back through the weir (descending the fish ladder). However, both of these 
fish were very small and would not have been spawned. The second period en-
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compassed 142 hours, during which 67 salmon passed through the weir into the 
holding raceway. Only one small fish was observed swimming back through the 
weir. Thus, over 191 hours, a total of 115 fish ascended the ladder and passed 
through the weir to the holding raceway, with only three fish (2.6%) escaping. 
And the three fish were all small and would not have contributed to the overall 
spawning effort. With regard to egg collection, the modified weir reduced es-
capement to zero. 

The potential effect that the weir may have had on fish movement from the 
ladder into the holding raceway is unknown. However, it is unlikely that the bars 
impeded fish from entering the holding raceway, given the relatively large num-
ber of salmon that were spawned after placement of the modified weir. Further 
evaluation in this regard would be beneficial.  

4. Conclusion 

Modifying the existing weir was advantageous in several ways. Fish escapement 
was significantly reduced and in relation to spawning salmon completely elimi-
nated. In addition, the labor requirements and the cost of materials were sub-
stantially reduced in comparison to constructing an entirely new structure. The 
simplicity of the design, using only gravity and minimal moving parts, has thus 
far been maintenance free. In addition, little long-term maintenance is expected, 
in comparison to other structures using springs or other more complex mechan-
isms to create one-way passage [14]. 
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